
 

Simon grows into major hurricane off
Mexico coast

October 5 2014

  
 

  

A man walks by a beach during the passage of a storm in Acapulco, Mexico on
September 17, 2014

Simon grew into a powerful category-three hurricane on Saturday as it
swirled off Mexico's Pacific coast, threatening resorts barely recovering
from a recent storm.

Blasting maximum sustained winds of 195 kilometers (120 miles per
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hour), Simon mushroomed into a "major hurricane" some 585
kilometers (365 miles) southwest of Baja California peninsula, the US
National Hurricane Center said.

The storm could gain strength before weakening on Sunday, the Miami-
based center said. A tracking map showed Simon making landfall as a
much weaker tropical depression on Thursday.

The hurricane was expected to produce up to 15 centimeters (six inches)
of rain across Baja, triggering floods and landslides.

The region, known for its Los Cabos resort that attracts many American
and Canadian tourists, was devastated by Hurricane Odile last month.

Odile left six people dead, destroyed homes and wrecked luxury hotels
after making landfall on September 14 with category-three strength of
the five-level Saffir-Simpson scale.

The Los Cabos airport only resumed operations Friday, after flooding
had caused power outages and flipped planes over. International flights
are due to resume on Wednesday.

A cruise ship docked in Los Cabos on Friday for the first time since
Odile touched down, and another 40 ships are expected to arrive this
month.
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